THE PERFORMER REPORT

CORE VALUE: Entertaining

PATTERN: Being the center of attention

I LIVE FOR: The applause!

I’M AT MY HAPPIEST: Making people laugh or feel moved

HABIT TO BREAK: Overtalking, gossiping and being too loud

YOU MIGHT BE A PERFORMER IF: You are always the center of attention at every social gathering

MY STYLE: Bold, bright with lots of sparkle pop and props

BEAUTY PROFILE: More is more. You invented the elevator fragrance and you like being seen, usually wearing a full face of makeup.

KISSING STYLE: Dramatic – well staged and rehearsed

DREAM GETAWAY: Trips to places to see and be seen, especially hot hotels

MY IDEA OF A GOOD TIME: The Oscars, Grammys or Golden Globes

WHICH PERFORMER ARCHETYPE ARE YOU?

ACTOR Avid students of life, with an empathetic interest in others. They have a dignified presence and an alluring mystique.

ENTERTAINER Often the life of the party, and great to have around when you need a distraction or a pick-me-up

JOKESTER Their ability to get a laugh out of us in trying situations makes them invaluable when things are tough.

ECCENTRIC Eccentricity is often associated with genius and heightened creativity and intellect.

STORYTELLER They can upgrade the ambience of any gathering by stepping up to entertain those around them and give them something to talk about later.

GOSSIP When you live to be interesting and you happen to be a natural Raconteur, gossiping can grab the attention of a captive audience.

FOOL You are no threat and always entertaining.

CLOWN You love to clown around and make people smile and laugh.

SPELLCASTER You excel at any kind of sales or marketing role.

MAGician You are imaginative and entertaining.

TRICKSTER You can appear at anytime out of thin air with something as simple as “boo” to something that can make others laugh until they fall down.

PROVOCATEUR You are charming and deeply provocative.
FAMOUS PERFORMERS

THEATRICAL
MARISKA HARGITAY
CATE BLANCHETT
MARLON BRANDO
DANIEL DAY-LEWIS
JUDI DENCH
MORGAN FREEMAN
DUSTIN HOFFMAN
JACK NICHOLSON
MERYL STREEP

COMEDIC
STEPHEN COLBERT
ELLEN DEGENERES
JIMMY FALLON
KATHIE LEE GIFFORD
KATHY GRIFFIN
TINA FEY + AMY POHLER
JOAN RIVERS
CHRIS ROCK
JERRY SEINFELD
WANDA SYKES
JON STEWART
ROBIN WILLIAMS

MUSICAL
MICHAEL JACKSON
ELTON JOHN
LADY GAGA
MADONNA
KATY PERRY
PINK
BARBRA STREISAND
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN

PERFORMING COUPLES
RITA + TOM HANKS
BLAKE SHELTON + MIRANDA LAMBERT
FAITH HILL + TIM MCGRAW
SOPHIA VERGARA + JOE MANGANIELLO
BRUCE + PATTI SPRINGSTEEN
JENNIFER ANISTON + JUSTIN THEROUX

Archescopes

**performer + ARIES**
THE TRAILBLAZING PERFORMER: You love to be where the action is.

**performer + TAURUS**
THE DEDICATED PERFORMER: You don’t need to create the buzz but you’re certainly the dedicated follower.

**performer + GEMINI**
THE RESTLESS PERFORMER: Your restless mind is always looking and searching, eager for that moment of discovery.

**performer + CANCER**
THE RESTLESS PERFORMER: Your restless mind is always looking and searching, eager for that moment of discovery.

**performer + LEO**
THE PERFORMER AS A STAR: Being in the spotlight or adoring someone who is, comes so naturally to you.

**performer + VIRGO**
THE INFORMED PERFORMER: With an eye for detail, you’re concerned first and foremost with the quality of whatever catches your senses.

**performer + LIBRA**
THE GRACEFUL PERFORMER: You love the magic of beauty and can easily get caught up in celebrity stories where you find inspiration.

**performer + SCORPIO**
THE CURIOUS PERFORMER: For you, a quiet but sustained passion is the driving force and your desire to be transformed keeps you hungry.

**performer + SAGITTARIUS**
THE VITAL PERFORMER: The future is where it’s at and your love of life awakens those in your circle who are more timid.

**performer + CAPRICORN**
THE SOPHISTICATED PERFORMER: Always concerned with your public image, you want to be taken seriously in all of your endeavors.

**performer + AQUARIUS**
THE COOL PERFORMER: You love the off beat with all of its peculiar twists and turns.

**performer + PISCES**
THE SENTIMENTAL PERFORMER: The world of imagination is so appealing to you that you easily find yourself lost in the cult of personality.
BRANDS
GOOD: ASOS, TopShop, Adam Levine Collection, House of Deréon, Sofia Vergara Collection
BETTER: Joan Rivers Classics Collection (QVC), Isaac Mizrahi, Nasty Gal, Caché, Smashbox
BEST: Bob Mackie, Versace, Dolce & Gabbana, Vivenne Westwood, Betsy Johnson, Roberto Cavalli

MAGAZINES

MOVIES
All About Eve, Evita, Wicked, Chicago, Spice World, Little Voice, Billy Elliot, Cabaret, Chaplin, My Week with Marilyn, Gods and Monsters, Shakespeare in Love, Tootsie

BOOKS
Yes Please by Amy Poehler, Are You There, Vodka? It’s Me Chelsea by Chelsea Handler, My Horizontal Life by Chelsea Handler

TV SHOWS

MUSICAL TASTE
Broadway

HOT TOPICS
Celebrities, Interviews, Awards season, Gossip, New movies, New theater, New TV shows, Breakout talent, Comedy, Pranks

WEBSITES
BEST JOB SITES: backstage.com, castingnetworks.com, nycastings.com
BEST SHOPPING: macys.com, bloomingdales.com, Costume stores

APPS
Kardashian, Sing!, Pitch Pipe Pro, Heads Up

FAVORITE PICKS
DIET: Whatever is hot in Hollywood
EXERCISE: Ballroom dancing
DRINKS: Shirley Temple, Fireball
CANDY: Pop Rocks, Dylan’s Candy Bar
FLOWERS: Tigerlily
VACATION: Cannes Film Festival or Vegas
MUST HAVES: One-of-a-kind Andrew Yang Dolls

Watch the music video at idollogy.com!